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ABSTRACT
Heap leach flow patterns are governed by hydrogeological parameters including,
soil properties, saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, initial degree of
saturation, and the method of irrigation. Optimizing production during leaching cycles
requires knowledge of the hydrogeological parameters of the leach heap, and their
effect on flow behavior. This thesis research involved quantifying the flow rates of
unsaturated homogenous soil profiles. Finite element numerical modeling has been
utilized to simulate 1-dimensional unsaturated transient vertical flow. A series of
parametric studies were conducted to examine how various soil properties and differing
initial and boundary conditions affect percolation and flow. Results indicate that flow
and percolation are increased or impeded based on the saturated and unsaturated
parameters of the soil profile. Sensitivity analysis illustrates that the initial degree of
saturation affects hydraulic behaviour relative to soil hydraulic conductivity, matric
potential (negative pressure head), and the method of irrigation. At the initial stage of
the research, some analyses indicated that numerical instabilities may occur within
simulations due to selected mesh density, initial time step length, error tolerance, and
the selected form of the unsaturated Richards Equation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 - Research Objective
Heap leaching is a mining technique whereby low-grade ore is removed from an
open-pit mine and stacked into a heap. The heap is then irrigated with a leaching
solution to extract the metals as the solution flows through the heap. Therefore,
knowledge of heap hydrology is essential for achieving optimum production.
Heap leach flow patterns are impeded or influenced by soil hydraulic
conductivity (K), degree of saturation (S), and the capillary forces associated with
negative soil-water pore pressures (negative pressure head (h)). These hydrogeological
parameters are governed by the method of irrigation applied to the surface of the heap.
The objective of this thesis research was a parametric analysis to examine the effect of
these parameters on flow behavior. Developing a better understanding of the extent
that these parameters have on heap leach flow can lead to improved leaching cycles.
Additional parameters included in the analysis are soil bulk density (ρb), porosity (ϵ), and
heap height [m]. Porosity is typically denoted by (n); however, epsilon (ϵ) was used to
avoid duplicate symbolization with an additional parameter described in chapter 2.
The parametric analysis for this thesis research was conducted using finite
element numerical modeling. Preliminary results indicate that flow behaviour is
influenced or impeded relative to the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) of the soil,
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in addition to the changes in the hydraulic conductivity (K) as the degree of saturation
(S) increases or decreases. Other factors contributing to flow behaviour relative to the
degree of saturation (S) include, hydraulic head (hT), negative pressure head (h), and
volumetric water content (θ). Thus, the degree of saturation (S) governs the hydraulic
conditions of the heap, in addition to flow behaviour. The method of irrigation in turn
impedes or influences flow by contributing to the degree of saturation (S).
The analysis included measuring the rate of flow relative to the hydrogeological
parameters of the soil (i.e. calculating the advance of the wetting front, ‘surface
irrigation’, through the profile). Actual heap leach cycles entail solution/water drainage
at the base of the heap for metal extraction. Therefore, the flow analysis also included
calculating the duration for drainage/flow at the base of the profile, in addition to the
time required to achieve steady-state conditions, defined by the condition Qin = Qout.
Steady-state conditions occur when the magnitude of flow does not change as a
function of time, thus indicating Qin = Qout (i.e. when the flux at the surface, Qin,
equals the flux at the base, Qout). Profile flow/percolation rates were determined by
calculating the time required for the wetting front (surface irrigation) to reach various
depths within the profile. Steady-state conditions and Qin/Qout times were determined
via post-processing examination of flow data. Knowledge of flow rates and Qin/Qout
intervals within various heap soils can be utilized to improve leaching cycles relative to
heap soil properties and initial conditions.
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1.2 - Heap Leaching
Heap leaching is a low-cost method of mining gold, silver, copper, and uranium
metal from low-grade ore. Operational cost, low environmental risk, and overall
production rates are affected by heap hydrology and metal recovery (O’Kane 2000).
Heap leach mining consists of extracting low-grade ore from an open-pit mine. The ore
is then stacked into a heap on an impermeable pad, commonly done with mechanical
conveyors and end loaders (fig. 1.1).

Figure 1.1 (a) Open-pit mine, South America (top left) (Urzua 2011), (b) heap construction
with mechanical spreader, South America (top right) (Urzua 2011), (c) end loading,
unknown location (bottom) (Breitenbach 1999).
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The heap is characteristically stacked on a slope to generate gravity drainage
toward a collection pond at the base, and to impede seepage into the ground. Coarser
material is commonly placed at the base of the heap to increase drainage, as well as at
the surface to enhance infiltration (O’Kane 2000). Heap dimensions vary, ranging in sizes
up to 32 [ha] in surface area, with heights up to 50 meters and above (Kampf et al.
2002). In contrast to alternative mining techniques, heap leaching is considered
favorable due to low production costs (Kappes 2007).
Ore material is applied directly to the heap, run-of-mine (ROM), or crushed to
increase surface area for solution contact (Kampf et al. 2002). The surface of the heap is
irrigated with a leaching solution to dissolve the metals as the solution percolates down
through the heap; commonly done with drip emitters or sprinklers (Breitenbach 1999)
(fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.2 Heap facility surface irrigation system, South America (Urzua 2011).
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The metal-bearing solution (“pregnant solution”) is diverted to a collection pond
at the base of the heap (fig. 1.3a), and sent to a recovery plant for metal extraction. The
“barren” solution is reapplied to the surface of the heap and the process/cycle
continues (Kampf et al. 2002) (fig. 1.3b). Leaching cycles can take up to weeks, months,
or even years (Kappes 2007).

Figure 1.3 (a) Collection pond at the base of a heap, South America (top) (Urzua
2011); and (b) Heap leaching cycle (bottom) (Kampf et al. 2002).
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Adequate uniform flow within the heap during the leaching cycle is essential for
maximum recovery. Adequate flow is time effective, while uniform flow increases
thorough leaching throughout the heap. In order to achieve the necessary conditions for
optimal recovery, the heap needs to consist of uniformly structured soils (O’Kane 2000).
Although heaps are not naturally formed structures, the texture and fluid flow
within heaps is analogous to natural soils. However, the fluid dynamics of heaps is
difficult to understand due to the high variability of flow patterns and fluid velocities.
This complexity is attributed to preferential pathways commonly influenced by differing
hydraulic conductivities in adjacent material, due to structural layering and material
segregation (Decker and Tyler 1999). Segregated fine to coarse grained layers of steeply
dipping material are commonly formed during heap construction (fig. 1.4).

Figure 1.4 East pile at the Golden Sunlight Mine, Montana, illustrating material
segregation due to end dumping (Azam et al. 2006).
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Natural segregation also occurs due to material settling (O’Kane 2000). These
layers can generate preferred flow paths during the leaching process, thereby reducing
solution-ore contact time, in addition to recovery rates (Wu et al. 2009). Using dump
trucks to add material to the heap (a process referred to as end dumping/loading),
influences material segregation. With lateral additions to the heap face, the finer
material remains at the surface while the coarser material migrates to the base (Azam et
al. 2006), (Kappes 2007). A method for reducing material segregation is to construct the
heap in “lifts” (Kappes 2007); that is, individual layers ranging from 7 – 16 meters in
thickness (Kampf et al. 2002).
A common technique for minimizing segregation between fine-coarse fractions is
to wet the soil prior to dumping, thereby producing agglomerated deposits within the
heap (Kappes 2007). Agglomeration entails wetting the soil with water and/or a leach
solution; both containing a binding agent. The process of agglomeration improves the
hydraulic conductivity (K) of the heap by confining the finer particles (silt and clay);
thereby increasing the homogeneity of the heap and subsequently improving the flow
(O’Kane 2000).
A common factor contributing to low production is poor hydraulic conductivity
(K). Low conductive soils can impede solution percolation within the heap, producing
cost-effective leaching cycles. Soils that are too conductive can slow the leaching and
recovery process due to inadequate solution-ore contact time (O’Kane 2000). Fine
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textured soil particles such as silt and clay can become interstitially incorporated
between coarser grains, thus reducing the conductivity of the heap. In addition,
degradation of the heap soil due to metal dissolution (decrepitation) during the leaching
cycle can also decrease the hydraulic conductivity (K) of the heap (O’Kane 2000).
The use of heavy equipment on the surface of a heap (dump trucks and
bulldozers) during heap construction can also reduce the hydraulic conductivity (K) due
to soil compaction. Front end loaders can be utilized to limit soil compaction caused by
heavy machinery. However, this slows construction, minimizes heap height due to
limited bucket extension, in addition to potentially producing low conductive blocks due
to bucket load compaction (O’Kane 2000). Preferential flow, in addition to the effects of
material settling due to decrepitation, is not included in these calculations.
1.3 - Previous Research on Heap Leaching
Webb et al. (2008) developed a field-scale method to examine the spatial
distribution of flow behaviour within a heap facility. Flow data was collected for a 90
[day] leaching cycle by 24 free-drainage lysimeters installed at ~ 8.3 [m] and 6.2 [m]
within the heap. The results indicated a high variability in flow patterns due to matric
potential (i.e. negative pressure head (h)). In order to characterize unsaturated flow,
Nichol et al. (2005) conducted a similar field-scale experiment on an 8 x 8 [m], 5 [m] high
section of a waste rock heap. Outflow at the base of the heap was measured by 16 2 x 2
[m] zero-tension lysimeters. The results indicated non-uniform flow.
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According to laboratory experiments conducted by Newman et al. (1997), when
the saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) of the fine-grained material was greater than
the applied surface irrigation, water flowed through the finer grained material. The
coarse-grained material was the preferential flow path when the fine-grained saturated
hydraulic conductivity (Ks) was less than the surface irrigation. O’Kane (2000)
complemented the results of Newman et al. (1997) by obtaining similar results. Both
experiments consisted of a removable partition in the center of the column, allowing
the vertical segregation of adjacent fine and coarse layers throughout the column. The
work of O’Kane (2000) illustrated that with a fine-grained saturated hydraulic
conductivity (Ks) of ~ 1.0 x 10-4 [m/s], an applied surface irrigation of ~ 1.75 x 10-4 [m/s]
resulted in ~ 95% outflow on the coarse side, to ~ 5% outflow on the fine side; while
reducing the applied surface irrigation to ~ 1.19 x 10-5 [m/s] generated ~ 36% on the
coarse side, and ~ 64% on the fine side.
Based on laboratory experiments conducted on 0.4 [m] heap leach soil columns,
Sheikhzadeh et al. (2005) stated that the degree of saturation (S), flow velocities
(including fluctuations), and the duration for acquiring steady-state flow were
contingent upon heap height, hydraulic conductivity (K), and the method of irrigation.
Field-scale experiments and physical modeling both provide useful information
as to the dynamics of heap leach flow. However, these methods can be expensive and
time-consuming. Numerical analysis provides an intermediate step that can address
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unanswered questions about flow behaviour and the necessary conditions needed to
improve heap leach cycles.
Orr and Vesselinov (2002) utilized numerical modeling to illustrate that heap
flow patterns can be attributed to the distribution of the saturated hydraulic
conductivity (KS) of the soil within the heap, in addition to the rate of irrigation. Orr
(2002) indicated that heap construction, soil agglomeration and segregation contribute
to flow patterns within heap leach facilities.
In their investigation of long-term infiltration and drainage times within heap
facilities, Kampf et al. (2002) stated that instrumentation has been installed at an active
heap to monitor flow patterns; and, recommended that measurement techniques be
implemented to record continuous changes in flow behaviour at heap facility closure
sites.
This literature review is only a limited account of the research and techniques
utilized to examine heap hydrology. Although significant progress has been made in
recent studies, my thesis research provides additional knowledge on flow behaviour. For
instance, this study provides a basic understanding of percolation rates and base
drainage times relative to initial and boundary conditions. The results also indicate the
effect of irrigation methods on heap soil hydraulic conductivity (K) described as a
function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S). This analysis also provides important
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information regarding potential heap conditions of post-leaching cycles (e.g. the degree
of saturation (S), and the development of phreatic zones at the base of the heap).
1.4 - Unsaturated Hydrology
The air, solid, and liquid phases (fig. 1.5) within heap leach facilities characterize
them as unsaturated systems (O’Kane 2000). Therefore, operators and designers of
heap facilities require a comprehensive understanding of unsaturated hydrology.

Figure 1.5 Soil diagram illustrating 3-phase unsaturated conditions.

As water flows through an unsaturated soil profile, soil-air-water interfaces
(menisci) are generated due to capillarity. The molecular attractive forces between
water molecules (cohesion) produce surface tension, while the attraction between
water molecules and soil particles (adhesion) produce capillarity. These two forces
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combined can produce soil-water retention, a condition capable of restricting water
flow (Hornberger et al. 1998). An example of this process is illustrated by the molecular
attraction (surface tension and adhesion) that raises the water in capillary tubes.
The inverse relationship between water level rise and tube diameter applies to
the hydrodynamics of soil physics. Greater suction is required to pull water from soil
with smaller diameter pores compared to soil with larger pore diameters (Hornberger et
al. 1998). The attractive forces that bind water within the soil profile are termed matric
potential (ψ) (O’Kane 2000); or, negative pressure head (h). As the amount of water
within the soil profile increases, the curvature of the menisci and the negative pressures
associated with capillarity decrease, thus increasing the hydraulic conductivity of the soil
(Freeze and Cherry, 1979).
The unsaturated hydrology of a particular soil profile can be characterized by a
soil-water retention curve, and a hydraulic conductivity function (fig. 1.6). The soil-water
retention curve illustrates the volumetric water content (θ) of a given soil as a function
of negative pressure head (h) (Fredlund 1995), while the hydraulic conductivity function
describes the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) as a function of the negative
pressure head (h). Knowledge of these constitutive relationships is essential when
conducting a parametric analysis of unsaturated flow. A retention curve defines the
energy status of the soil-water interaction, while the hydraulic conductivity function
illustrates the resistance to water flow (Simunek 2003).
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Figure 1.6 (a) Soil-water retention curve (top), (b) hydraulic conductivity function (bottom),
illustrating the constitutive relationships between water content (θ) and hydraulic conductivity
(K) as a function of pressure head (h). Graphs were created in Hydrus 1-D (Silver 2012).
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The soil-water retention curve and the hydraulic conductivity function shown in
figure 1.6 illustrate the complexity of unsaturated flow. For instance, in comparison to
sand, the finer textured soils (loam, silt, and clay) retain water to a greater extent as the
pressure head (h) increases (fig. 1.6a). In addition, at higher water content (θ) and lower
pressure head (h), sand is the most conductive soil. However, due to pore size
diameters, water drains faster from sand compared to the finer soils. As the water
content (θ) decreases, the pressure head (h) increases resulting in a lower hydraulic
conductivity (K) for sand (fig. 1.6b).
Hydraulic conductivity (K) is the ability of a soil to transmit fluid, and is
dependent upon the properties of the soil and the fluid. Within saturated soils the
hydraulic conductivity is at maximum (saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS)) and
considered a constant. However, in unsaturated soils the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity (K) of a soil is a function of the water content (θ), and the negative pressure
head (h); K(θ), K(h).
Due to the extensive variability in natural soils, and also in heap leach soils, the
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) can be difficult to obtain (van Genuchten 1980).
As a result, researchers have developed analytical solutions (parametric models) for
determining the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) of a given soil based on the more
easily obtained retention curve.
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CHAPTER 2
PARAMETRIC MODEL
Conducting the parametric analysis for this research required utilizing numerical
modeling to simulate unsaturated flow based on the Richards Equation. FEFLOW is a
finite element numerical analysis computer program efficient for simulating 1dimensional water flow in unsaturated profiles. The program numerically solves the
unsaturated Richards Equation for water flow, Eq. [1]:

(1)

where θ is the volumetric water content [L3 L-3], h is negative pressure head [L], z is
elevation [L], and K, the hydraulic conductivity [L T-1], is a function of volumetric water
content K(θ). Due to the non-linearity of the Richards Equation, analytical solutions
(parametric models) are required to determine the constitutive relationships between
water content (θ), negative pressure head (h), and hydraulic conductivity (K) (i.e. how
one variable affects the other as water percolates through the soil).
The van Genuchten (1980) parametric model was utilized to calculate the water
content (θ) as a function of negative pressure head (h), Eq. [2]:

(2)
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where θS is the saturated volumetric water content [L3 L-3], θr is the residual volumetric
water content [L3 L-3], h is pressure head [L], α is the air-entry inverse [1/m], n is a pore
size distribution measure [-] (unit less), and m is a parameter estimated from the soilwater retention curve [-] (m = 1 – 1/n). Equation 3 gives the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity (K) as a function of the normalized water content (Θ) Eq. [3]:

(3b)

(3a)

where KS is the saturated hydraulic conductivity [L T-1], and Θ is the normalized water
content [-]. Substituting equation 2 into equation 3 describes the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity (K) as a function of the negative pressure head (h), Eq. [4]:

(4)

All simulations for this analysis are based on the van Genuchten parametric model.
2.1 - Model Parameters
The van Genuchten parametric model requires model parameters θS, θr, α, and n
(equation 2), in addition to KS (equations 3 and 4); these parameters are related to the
hydraulic properties of the soil (e.g. grain sizes and textural percentages). These soil
properties relate how the negative pressure head (h) affects the water content (θ) (soilwater retention curve – equation 2); and how the negative pressure head (h), and the
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water content (θ), affect the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) (hydraulic
conductivity function – equation 4).
Soil model parameters can be obtained through field measurements and/or
laboratory experiments; however, both can be time-consuming and expensive. As a
result, model developers and researchers have utilized published values (Rucker et. al.
2009), and/or developed techniques (computer programs/databases) for acquiring the
necessary parameters; for instance, via Rosetta Pedotransfer Functions. Rosetta
predictions are based on user selected soil textural class (table 2.1), or combinations of
textural percentages (sand, silt, clay), and bulk density (ρb) [g/cm3] (Schaap et al. 2001).

Table 2.1 Rosetta soil textural class selections.

Rosetta model parameter predictions are based on neural network analysis
(Schaap et al. 1998), and model calibration to 2,134 soil-water retention values, and
1,306 saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) values (Schaap and Leij 1998b) from
agricultural and non-agricultural soils in the U.S. and Europe. All soil model parameters
used in this analysis were acquired based on Rosetta predictions.
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CHAPTER 3
PRELIMINARY METHODOLOGY
3.1 - Profile Geometry and Mesh Density
Initial profile geometry of 1 [m2] x 10 [m] was selected to represent a small
section of a heap leach facility, resembling a 1-dimensional vertical flow (fig. 3.1).
1 [m]

10 [m]

Figure 3.1 (a) Heap leaching diagram representing 1-dimensional flow (above)
(Roman et al. 1974); (b) profile geometry, finite mesh, and observation points
(right).

Although numerical accuracy increases with mesh density and multiple node
elements, numerical instabilities may occur. Simulations were performed with various
densities for both 4-node bi-linear quadrilateral and 8-node bi-quadratic quadrilateral
elements to examine results and numerical accuracy.
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3.2 - Reference Data
Observation points were placed at various locations within the model domain to
obtain results for hydraulic head (hT), pressure head (h), degree of saturation (S), and
volumetric water content (θ) (table 3.1 and figure 3.1b).

Table 3.1 Observation point number and location.

3.3 - Temporal and Control Data - Initial Time Step Length and Error Tolerance
Initial time step lengths in the range of 10-3 and 10-7 [days] were chosen based on
modeling techniques relative to unsaturated flow problems. For instance, pressure head
gradients associated with infiltration into relatively dry unsaturated profiles
characteristically require small initial time steps (Simunek et al. 2008).
The error tolerance within the FEFLOW code terminates the iterative modeling
procedure relative to the primary variable. FEFLOW defines the error tolerance as the
average change in hydraulic head (primary variable) divided by the maximum value of
the hydraulic head of initial and/or boundary conditions. The FEFLOW default value for
error tolerance is 10-3; smaller values improve numerical accuracy while increasing
computational effort. To examine the effect of Temporal and Control Data, preliminary
simulations were run with initial time step lengths: 10-3, 10-5, and 10-7 [days], and error
tolerance: 10-3, 10-5, and 10-7. The Final Time for preliminary simulations equals 10 days.
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3.4 - Specific Options
The FEFLOW code provides the following options for the unsaturated Richards
Equation: (1) the head-based form, where hydraulic head (hT) serves as the primary
variable; and (2), the mixed head-saturation based form, where both variables,
hydraulic head (hT) and the degree of saturation (S), are used in the mass balance
continuity equation. Although the head-based form can be used for unsaturated flow
models, numerical instabilities can occur due to mass balance errors. These errors can
be alleviated with proper initial time step length, and evaluation of moisture capacity
term selections (Diersch and Perrochet, 1999). Preliminary simulations were run with
both forms of the Richards Equation to examine how they affect flow behaviour.
3.5 - Soil Properties
Soil textural percentages, bulk density (ρb), saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS),
and model parameters for preliminary simulations are shown in table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Soil properties for preliminary simulations. Saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS), and
model parameters (θS, θr, α, and n) are the input data (soil properties) required by FEFLOW for
simulating unsaturated flow.

3.6 - Problem Class – Simulation Type
Unsaturated transient flow with vertical projection; solute fate and transport
were not included in these calculations.
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3.7 - Initial Conditions
Because the hydraulic parameters change as a function of time, transient flow
models require defined parameters to describe the initial conditions of the model
domain (e.g. hydraulic head (hT), negative pressure head (h), degree of saturation (S),
and volumetric water content (θ)). After selecting an initial degree of saturation (S), the
program automatically calculates the remaining initial conditions (hT, h, and θ) relative
to soil properties; (a description of the calculations is outlined in the Methodology
section). Preliminary simulations consisted of profile saturations of 20 and 40%.
Hydraulic head (hT) is described in the Methodology section;
negative pressure head (h) is outlined in the Unsaturated Hydrology
section. FEFLOW presents pressure in kilopascals; dividing by the unit
weight of water (9.8 [kPa/m]) expresses the term as a negative pressure
head [m] (e.g. -18 [kPa]/9.8 [kPa/m] = -1.8 [m].The degree of saturation (S)
expresses the volume of water (Vw)/volume of void space (Vv) within the
profile; while the volumetric water content (θ) expresses the volume of
water (Vw)/total volume (VT) (air, solid, and liquid included) (Hillel 1998).
3.8 - Boundary Conditions
Upper Boundary: A Flux (pink x – fig. 3.2) boundary condition was
applied to the top of the profile to simulate irrigation/water flow
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Figure 3.2 Upper
and lower boundary
conditions.

into the model domain. An applied surface flux of 10 [L/hr/m2] (0.24 [m/day]) was
chosen to resemble an average value used in heap leach facilities. This irrigation method
was applied instantly and held constant for each preliminary simulation.
Lower Boundary: Pressure head (h) = 0 (blue circle – fig. 3.2) was selected at the
base/bottom of the profile to influence free drainage. Profile sides are impermeable (i.e.
no flow (flux) in or out).
3.9 - Post-processor
The Budget Analyzer and Fluid Flux Analyzer within the postprocessing unit of the program calculate water flow (flux Q) at each profile
node of the finite element mesh. The Budget Analyzer determines flux
[L3/T] entering or exiting the model domain where boundary conditions
have been selected. The Fluid Flux Analyzer calculates nodal fluxes [L/T]
within the model domain.
“Fences” (line segments) were drawn at observation point locations
to determine the flux at various depths as the water percolated down
through the profile (fig. 3.3). These FEFLOW tools were used to determine
flow rate by measuring increased water flow at the top, bottom,
and within the profile. Flow rates were determined by
calculating the time required for the wetting front (surface
irrigation) to reach various depths within the profile.
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Figure 3.3 Profile fences;
utilized to examine flow
in the vertical direction.

CHAPTER 4
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Preliminary simulations were conducted to examine the effect of Specific
Options and Temporal and Control Data on flow behaviour. The graphs on the following
pages illustrate the change in hydraulic head (hT), pressure head (h), degree of
saturation (S), and volumetric water content (θ) at each observation point as the applied
surface irrigation percolated down through the profile. For example, in simulation 44a
the initial saturation = 20% (S = 0.2); as the water percolated through the profile, the
degree of saturation increased at each observation point; the final saturation equaled ~
85% (fig. 4.1c). Simulation nomenclature: S44 denotes simulation number 44.
Simulation 44a (S44a) Specific Options: Head-based form of the Richards
Equation; Chord Slope scheme as the evaluation of moisture capacity term.
Temporal and Control Data: Initial time step length 10-3 [days], error tolerance 10-3.
The results of S44a indicate sudden oscillations in hydraulic head (hT), negative
pressure head (h), the degree of saturation (S), and the volumetric water content (θ)
(circled in black) (fig. 4.1). These oscillations suggest numerical inconsistencies due to
mass balance errors. The oscillations associated with these errors were a result of poor
numerical approximations during the iterative process of the finite element solutions,
relative to initially selected dry conditions (Celia et al. 1990) (i.e. 20% saturation).
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Figure 4.1 (a) Hydraulic head (hT) (top), and (b) pressure head (h) (bottom) for S44a. Colored
lines/numbers on the graphs represent changes in (hT) and (h) at profile observation points.
Observation point 12 (profile base) is at zero pressure head (h = 0) due to 100% saturation.
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Figure 4.1 (c) Degree of saturation (S) (top), and (d) water content (θ) (bottom) for S44a. Colored
lines/numbers on the graphs represent changes in (S) and (θ) at profile observation points.
Observation point 12 (profile base) is 100% saturated (S = 1, θ = θS = 0.26) from 0 – 10 [days].
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Simulation 44b (S44b) Specific Options: Head-based form of the Richards
Equation; Chord Slope scheme as the evaluation of moisture capacity term.
Temporal and Control Data: Initial time step length 10-5 [days], error tolerance 10-5.
In comparison to S44a, decreasing the initial time step length and the error
tolerance alleviated the mass balance errors associated with the head-based form of the
Richards Equation for S44b (fig 4.2). Results suggest that smaller initial time step lengths
are more effective for infiltration/unsaturated flow problems with initially dry
conditions (i.e. 20% saturation).
Decreasing the error tolerance improved solution convergence by decreasing the
maximum absolute change in the primary variable (hydraulic head) between iterations.
Greater numerical accuracy is indicated by non-oscillatory flow behaviour as the water
percolated down through the profile (fig. 4.2).
The initial degree of saturation (S) for S44b = 20%; similar to S44a, as the wetting
front percolated passed each observation point location, the saturation increased (fig.
4.2c). As a result, in response to increased water content (θ) (fig. 4.2d), the negative
pressures within the soil profile decreased (fig. 4.2b). Initial water content (θ) = 5%, final
= 22%; initial pressure (h) = -18 [kPa], final = -1.8 [kPa]. The increases in hydraulic head
(hT) (fig. 4.2a) correspond to the increased saturation.
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Figure 4.2 (a) Hydraulic head (hT) (top), and (b) pressure head (h) (bottom) for S44b. Colored
lines/numbers on the graphs represent changes in (hT) and (h) at profile observation points.
Observation point 12 (profile base) is at zero pressure head (h = 0) due to 100% saturation.
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Figure 4.2 (c) Degree of saturation (S) (top), and (d) water content (θ) (bottom) for S44b. Colored
lines/numbers on the graphs represent changes in (S) and (θ) at profile observation points.
Observation point 12 (profile base) is 100% saturated (S = 1, θ = θS = 0.26) from 0 – 10 [days].
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Simulation 44c (S44c) Specific Options: Head-saturation based form of the
Richards Equation; Analytic Derivative as the evaluation of moisture capacity term.
Temporal and Control Data: Initial time step length 10-3 [days], error tolerance 10-3.
Simulation 44c results are provided in the Preliminary Results (cont.) section.
Simulation 44d (S44d) Specific Options: Head-saturation based form of the
Richards Equation; Analytic Derivative as the evaluation of moisture capacity term.
Temporal and Control Data: Initial time step length 10-3 [days], error tolerance 10-5.
In comparison to S44a and S44b, S44d results indicate increased flow rate
relative to Specific Options selections. For instance, as the wetting front (surface
irrigation) percolated through the profile, S44b saturation levels began to increase at
observation point 11 (black line) in ~ 8.5 [days] (fig. 4.2c), as compared to 6.5 [days] for
S44d (fig. 4.3c) (circled in black).
For all three simulations, S44a, S44b, and S44d, observation point 12 (profile
base) was 100% saturated (S = 1); therefore, because the void space within the soil was
filled with water, the water content (θ) = 26% = 0.26 = the porosity (ϵ) = the saturated
volumetric water content (θS) (table 3.2); in addition, the pressure head (h) = 0.
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Figure 4.3 (a) Hydraulic head (hT) (top), and (b) pressure head (h) (bottom) for S44d. Colored
lines/numbers on the graphs represent changes in (hT) and (h) at profile observation points.
Observation point 12 (profile base) is at zero pressure head (h = 0) due to 100% saturation.
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Figure 4.3 (c) Degree of saturation (S) (top), and (d) water content (θ) (bottom) for S44d. Colored
lines/numbers on the graphs represent changes in (S) and (θ) at profile observation points.
Observation point 12 (profile base) is 100% saturated (S = 1, θ = θS = 0.26) from 0 – 10 [days].
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS (cont.)
The graphs on pages 33 – 39 illustrate the duration for Qin = Qout (i.e. the time
required for the flux (Q) at 5 [m] depth (green line), and at the base of the profile (Qout)
(black circles) to equal the surface flux/irrigation (Qin) (red plus signs) (10 [L/hr/m2]).
Simulations 44a (S44a) and 44b (S44b) (cont.): Red plus signs represent a surface
irrigation (flux) of 10 [L/hr/m2] (i.e. water infiltrating the surface of the profile). The
initial flux at the 5 [m] depth and at the base of the profile was zero until the water
reached those locations; for instance, ~ 8.5 [days] was required for flow to occur at the
base of the profile (10 [m] depth) for S44b, at which time the flux increased to 10
[L/hr/m2] indicating Qin = Qout (fig. 4.4b).
Numerical errors were indicated by flux oscillations (i.e. < or > 10 [L/hr/m2]) as
water infiltrated the surface of the profile, and as it percolated to 5 [m] depth (circled in
black) (fig. 4.4). Decreasing the initial time step length and the error tolerance alleviated
errors by increasing the numerical accuracy of the program (fig. 4.4b).
Simulations 44c (S44c) and 44d (S44d) (cont.): In comparison to S44a and S44b
(fig. 4.4), changing from the head-based to the head-saturation based form of the
Richards Equation increased the flow rate, while decreasing the computational effort,
and the numerical inconsistencies associated with flow at 5 [m] depth (green line)
(circled in black) (fig. 4.5). However, numerical errors at the surface (red plus signs) were
exacerbated in comparison to S44b (figs. 4.4b and 4.5).
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Figure 4.4 Boundary and profile fluxes for (a) S44a (top) (initial time step length 10
-3
-5
[days], error tolerance 10 ), and (b) S44b (bottom) (initial time step length 10 [days],
-5
error tolerance 10 ).
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Figure 4.5 Boundary and profile fluxes for (a) S44c (top) (initial time step length 10 [days], error
-3
-3
-5
tolerance 10 ), and (b) S44d (bottom) (initial time step length 10 [days], error tolerance 10 ).
Compared to S44a and S44b (fig. 4.4), increased flow rate is indicated by the time required for
the flux to increase at 5 [m] depth (green line), and the base of the profile (black circles).
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Simulations 44e (S44e) and 44f (S44f): Specific Options and Temporal and
Control Data same as S44a and S44b.
In comparison to S44a and S44b (fig. 4.4), numerical errors and computational
effort were diminished by increasing the initial degree of saturation (S) to 40%. In
addition, numerical inconsistencies were alleviated, thus demonstrating an association
with initially dry conditions within unsaturated flow models. However, numerical errors
remained at the surface (red plus signs) and at 5 [m] depth (green line) (circled in black)
(fig. 4.6). A greater degree of saturation increased the percolation rate within the profile
by increasing the hydraulic conductivity (K). Increased percolation was indicated by the
time required for the wetting front to reach the 5 [m] depth and the base of the profile
(10 [m] depth); S44b Qout at ~ 8.5 [days] (fig. 4.4b), S44f Qout at ~ 4.5 [days] (fig. 4.6b).
Simulations 44g (S44g) and 44h (S44h): Specific Options and Temporal and
Control Data same as S44c and S44d.
In comparison to S44c and S44d (fig. 4.5), numerical error and computational
effort were diminished by increasing the initial degree of saturation of the profile to
40% (fig. 4.7). Flux (Q) at 5 [m] depth was unaffected by numerical inconsistency, while
errors analogous to S44c and S44d remained at the surface of the profile as the applied
surface flux began to infiltrate (circled in black) (figs. 4.5 and 4.7). Results illustrate less
numerical effort, in addition to similar flow rates compared to S44e and S44f (fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.6 Boundary and profile fluxes for (a) S44e (top) (initial time step length 10
-3
-5
[days], error tolerance 10 ), and (b) S44f (bottom) (initial time step length 10 [days],
-5
error tolerance 10 ).
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Figure 4.7 Boundary and profile fluxes for (a) S44g (top) (initial time step length 10
-3
-3
[days], error tolerance 10 ), and (b) S44h (bottom) (initial time step length 10 [days],
-5
error tolerance 10 ).
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Simulations 44i (S44i) and 44j (S44j)
Specific Options and Temporal and Control Data: Same as S44a and S44b.
In comparison to S44a and S44b (fig. 4.4), a time-variable upper boundary
condition was applied to examine the relationship between flux applications (irrigation
method) and numerical error. This option was chosen to compare the effects of instant
and constant irrigation techniques (S44a and S44b) with gradual irrigation (flux)
applications (S44i and S44j). In comparison to S44b, S44j indicated decreased numerical
error by gradually increasing the surface flux to 10 [L/hr/m2] within the first 140 minutes
of the simulation; while compared to S44a, S44i remained relatively unaffected (fig. 4.8).

-3

Figure 4.8 (a) Boundary and profile fluxes for S44i (initial time step length10 [days], error tolerance
-3
2
10 ). For S44i and S44j, the applied surface flux (irrigation) was gradually increased up to 10 [L/hr/m ]
2
from 0 [days] to 0.006 [days] (140 [minutes]), a constant surface flux of 10 [L/hr/m ] was maintained
between 0.006 [days] and 10 [days].
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Figure 4.8 (b) Boundary and profile fluxes for S44j (initial time step length 10 [days], error
-5
tolerance 10 ).

These preliminary simulations were conducted to examine the effect of Specific
Options and Temporal and Control Data on flow behaviour. These results indicate that
decreasing the initial time step length and the error tolerance alleviated mass balance
errors associated with the head-based form of the Richards Equation. Further analysis
indicated that the mixed-form (head-saturation) of the Richards Equation provided
similar results with increased flow rates and less computational effort. Although use of
the Chord Slope scheme as the evaluation of moisture capacity term provides numerical
consistency (Diersch and Perrochet 1999), errors occurred under extreme initial
conditions (i.e. 20% saturation); these errors were alleviated by increasing the initial
degree of saturation to 40%.
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CHAPTER 5
METHODOLOGY
Based on preliminary simulation results, the mixed head-saturation based form
of the Richards Equation, with an Analytic Derivative as the evaluation of moisture
capacity term, was selected as Specific Options for additional simulations; coupled with
an initial time step length of 10-3 [days], and an error tolerance of 10-5 as Temporal and
Control Data.
Simulation Final Time selections were varied relative to soil properties. For
instance, based on the saturated (KS) and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) of the
soil, extending the Final Time allowed the wetting front to reach the base of the profile;
thus allowing an analysis of steady-state conditions and Qin = Qout intervals. Final
Times were also extended to examine the effect of time on flow behaviour.
According to Specific Options, and Temporal and Control Data selections, 4-node
quadrilateral elements with a 300 mesh density were chosen based on results,
numerical accuracy, and model performance.
The parametric analysis associated with this thesis research entailed altering
various hydrogeological parameters (initial and boundary conditions) to examine the
effect on flow behaviour. Parameters such as, heap height, soil texture, bulk density
(ρb), saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS), initial degree of saturation (S), and the
method of irrigation.
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The following is a list and definition of the hydrogeological parameters utilized in
this parametric analysis of unsaturated flow. Unless otherwise noted, all other
parameters/methodologies are identical to those used in the preliminary simulations.
5.1 - Parametric Analysis: Hydrogeological parameters
5.1.1 - Model Geometry: Heap Height
Heap leach facilities can reach heights up to and greater than 50 meters;
however, heaps are characteristically constructed of individual layers referred to as
“lifts” (Kampf et al. 2002), commonly 5 – 15 meters in thickness (Smith and Zhao 2004).
Therefore, model geometries were varied between 5, 7.5, and 10 meters to examine the
effect of heap height/lift thickness.
5.1.2 - Soil Properties: Texture, Bulk Density (ρb), Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity (KS)
Because flow velocities and hydraulic conductivities vary relative to soil class,
differing soil textures were selected to examine the effects of soil properties. Bulk
densities (ρb) were also varied as part of the analysis to examine the effect of reduced
porosity (ϵ) and hydraulic conductivity (K) due to potential soil compaction.
Saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS) values in the range of 10-2 – 10-4 [cm/s], of
relatively sandy material, were chosen to resemble the soil properties of heap leach
soils. Six soils fitting these criteria were selected from published values from the Rosetta
database (table 5.1). In addition, soil textural percentages (sand, silt, clay) and
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associated bulk densities of actual heap leach soils were provided for this analysis.
Particle size textural percentages and dry bulk densities (ρb) were incorporated into
Rosetta Pedotransfer Functions to obtain saturated hydraulic conductivities (KS) and
model parameters relative to Rosetta predictions (table 5.2). The parameters listed in
tables 5.1 and 5.2 were required to conduct this type of unsaturated flow analysis.
Various dry and wet bulk densities were included for soils 7 and 8. Dry bulk
density (ρb) expresses the mass of the dry soil (MS)/total volume of material (Vt) (air,
solid, and liquid included); while the wet bulk density (ρt) includes the moisture content
of the soil by expressing the mass of the wet soil (Mt)/total volume of material (Vt) (air,
solid, and liquid included) (Hillel 1998).
Bulk densities were utilized to calculate an initial degree of saturation (S) for soils
7 and 8. For instance, the gravimetric water content (ω) expresses the weight of water
(Ww)/weight of dry soil (WS) (Lambe and Whitman 1969). The wet bulk density (ρt)
divided by the dry bulk density (ρb) minus one equals the gravimetric water content (ω)
(equation 5). Multiplying the gravimetric water content (ω) by the dry bulk density (ρb)
divided by the density of water (ρw) equals the volumetric water content (θ) (equation
6). The volumetric water content (θ) divided by the porosity (ϵ) equals the degree of
saturation (S) (equation 7) (Hillel 1998).

(5)

(6)
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(7)

Under saturated conditions, the saturated volumetric water content (θS) = the
soil porosity (ϵ) (Hornberger et al., 1998); therefore, porosity selections for all
simulations = (θS).
Soil-water retention curves and hydraulic conductivity functions were
constructed for all eleven soils to illustrate the constitutive relationships between
pressure head (h) and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) as a function of the
degree of saturation (S) (figs. 5.1 and 5.2).

Table 5.1 Soil textural percentages, bulk densities (ρb), saturated hydraulic conductivities (KS), and
van Genuchten model parameters (θS, θr, α, and n) obtained from the Rosetta database.

Table 5.2 Heap leach soil properties based on Rosetta predictions. Soil textural percentages, and
bulk densities (ρb) were incorporated into Rosetta to obtain saturated hydraulic conductivities (KS),
and van Genuchten model parameters (θS, θr, α, and n).
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Figure 5.1 (a) Soil-water retention curve (top), and (b) hydraulic conductivity function
(bottom) for soils obtained from the Rosetta database.
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Figure 5.2 (a) Soil-water retention curve (top), and (b) hydraulic conductivity function
(bottom) for heap leach soils.
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5.1.3 - Initial Conditions: Initial Degree of Saturation (S)
After assigning the van Genucthen model parameters (soil properties) and an
initial degree of saturation (S) to the model, the program automatically calculates the
remaining initial conditions of the profile (i.e. hydraulic head (hT), negative pressure
head (h), and volumetric water content (θ)). The program calculates the water content
(θ) by multiplying the selected degree of saturation (S) by the porosity (ϵ) of the soil. The
negative pressure head (h) within the profile is subsequently derived according to
equation 2; and the hydraulic head (hT) distribution is then the sum of the pressure head
(h) and the elevation at each location within the model domain (elevation head (h Z)).
These calculations and constitutive relationships are analogous to heap leach
soils. Therefore, because unsaturated flow is contingent upon the initial moisture
content of the soil, this explanation, in addition to the constitutive relationships
illustrated in figures 5.1 and 5.2, exemplifies the need to understand the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S) on flow behaviour. The degree of saturation (S) was
varied among simulations to examine the effect of initial conditions. Saturation (S)
values were selected in the range of 20 – 80%.
5.1.4 - Boundary Conditions: Upper Boundary - Method of Irrigation
Irrigation techniques were varied to examine flow behaviour relative to the
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) as a function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S).
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Irrigation methods: (1) applied instantly and held constant, (2) heap facility
irrigation time-series, and (3) 2, 7, and 20-day ramp loads.
The first method consists of applying the irrigation rate instantaneously and
holding it constant throughout the simulation. The heap facility time-series is an actual
irrigation schedule (provided for this analysis) specifying on/off intervals, application
duration, and application rates. Ramp loads consist of gradually increasing the irrigation
from zero flux up to the maximum selected irrigation rate.
Irrigation rates: Based on information obtained during
the literature review, a typical value for leaching cycles is in the
range of 7 [L/hr/m2]; this value was doubled and reduced by
half to examine the effect on flow behaviour. Irrigation rates
were also selected relative to soil properties. Infiltration into
natural and heap leach soils, is contingent upon the hydraulic
conductivity (K) of the soil. For instance, when the irrigation rate
is greater than the saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS) of the

Table 5.3 Flow analysis
irrigation rates.

soil, surface infiltration is impeded and ponding commonly occurs. Therefore, to allow
infiltration and flow analysis, irrigation rates were selected at values less than the
saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS) of the soils listed in tables 5.1 and 5.2. Irrigation
rates for the analyses are shown in table 5.3. The lower boundary is identical to
preliminary methods (pressure head (h) = 0); model sides are impermeable.
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CHAPTER 6
PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS RESULTS
This section illustrates the modeling results associated with the parametric
analysis. The model domains of all simulations consist of the various hydrogeological
parameters defined in the Methodology section. The procedure for conducting the
parametric analysis consisted of creating a model containing a set of “reference”
parameters. Model parameters were then held constant with simultaneous changes to
individual parameters, thus allowing an examination and sensitivity analysis of flow
behaviour relative to changing parameters. Each set of results is provided with a list of
the hydrogeological parameters of the simulation/model, along with a description of the
analysis indicating the altered parameter and the focus for each part of the analysis.
Initial conditions are provided in the Results section to illustrate the effect of
hydrogeological parameters on the hydraulic conditions of the profile. For instance, the
water content (θ), and the hydraulic head (hT) are directly proportional to the degree of
saturation (S), while the negative pressure head (h) is inversely proportional (fig. 6.1). In
addition, the hydraulic head distribution throughout the profile changes relative to heap
height (fig. 6.16). Simulation nomenclature: S45 denotes simulation number 45.
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Simulations 45 (S45) and 46 (S46) a, b, and c analysis description: Examining the
effect of the initial degree of saturation (S) for two different irrigation rates.
Heap Height: 10 [m].
Irrigation Method: Applied instant, maintained constant.
Irrigation Rates: S45 – 10 [L/hr/m2] = 0.24 [m/d]; S46 – 6 [L/hr/m2] = 0.14 [m/d].
Soil Properties

Table 6.1 Soil properties (soil 1) for simulations 45 and 46. (taken from table 5.1)

Initial Conditions:

a

b

c

Figure 6.1 Initial conditions for simulations 45 and 46; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT)
distribution throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head
increased due to the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 20, 40, and 60%).
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The graphs on pages 52 and 53 illustrate profile flow rates for soil 1. Flow rates
were determined by calculating the advance of the wetting front (surface irrigation)
within the profile (i.e. the time required for the water to percolate from the surface to
the base). The data have been normalized to indicate the time difference for 5 [m] and
10 [m] percolation, in addition to steady-state conditions and Qin = Qout intervals. Qin =
Qout is established when the flux at the surface of the profile (Qin) equals the flux at the
base (Qout).The results are relative to the hydrogeological parameters of the profile,
specifically, the initial degree of saturation (S), irrigation rate, and soil properties.
Figure 6.2a indicates the time required for the flux at 5 [m] depth to equal the
applied surface flux (10 [L/hr/m2]). For example, the initial flux at 5 [m] depth was zero
until the wetting front reached that location; at t ≈ 2 [days] flow began at 5 [m] depth for
S45b (black line), at which time the flux increased to 10 [L/hr/m2] (1 normalized, circled
in red). Figure 6.2b indicates the time difference for base fluxes (Qout), steady-state
conditions, and Qin = Qout. Initial flux at the base of the profile was zero until the
wetting front reached that location (10 [m] depth); for example, it required ~ 4.5 [days]
for flow/drainage to occur at the base for S45b (black line), at which time the flux
increased to 10 [L/hr/m2]) (1 normalized, circled in red).
Decreasing the irrigation rate reduced the percolation rate within soil 1. For
example, for S45a with an initial saturation of 20% (red line), irrigation rate 10 [L/hr/m2],
the wetting front reached 5 [m] depth at t ≈ 3.5 [days] (fig. 6.2a), base drainage occurred
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at t ≈ 6.5 [days] (fig. 6.2b); compared to S46a, initial saturation 20% (red line), irrigation
rate 6 [L/hr/m2], the wetting front reached 5 [m] depth at t ≈ 5.5 [days] (fig. 6.3a); base
drainage occurred at t ≈ 9.5 [days] (fig. 6.3b) (circled in black). Qin ≠ Qout within the
simulation Final Time (10 [days]) for S46a due to initially dry conditions (20%
saturation), negative pressure head (h) (-18 [kPa]), and reduced irrigation (6 [L/hr/m2]).
Results indicate that soil percolation rates were proportional to the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity (K) as a function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S)) (table 6.2).
For example, S45b (black line) initial saturation 40%, base drainage began at t ≈ 4.5
[days], compared to S45c (blue line) initial saturation 60%, base drainage began at t ≈ 2
[days] (fig. 6.2b). Percolation rates and Qin = Qout intervals are summarized in table 6.2.
Simulations 45 (S45) and 46 (S46) Analysis Results

Table 6.2 S45 and S46 (soil 1) saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS), unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K)
as a function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S), degree of saturation (S), irrigation rate, and results.
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Figure 6.2 S45 a, b, and c (a) profile flux (top), and (b) base flux (Qout) (bottom) for soil 1 indicating
the time difference for Qin = Qout relative to the initial degree of saturation (S = 20, 40, and 60%).
2
Irrigation rate 10 [L/hr/m ] (normalized).
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Figure 6.3 S46 a, b, and c (a) profile flux (top), and (b) base flux (Qout) (bottom) for soil 1 indicating
the time difference for Qin = Qout relative to the initial degree of saturation (S = 20, 40, and 60%).
2
Irrigation rate 6 [L/hr/m ] (normalized).
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Simulations 47 (S47) and 48 (S48) a, b, and c analysis description: Examining the
effect of the initial degree of saturation (S) for two different irrigation rates.
Heap Height: 10 [m].
Irrigation Method: Applied instant, maintained constant.
Irrigation Rates: S47 – 10 [L/hr/m2] = 0.24 [m/d]; S48 – 6 [L/hr/m2] = 0.14 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.3 Soil properties (soil 2) for simulations 47 and 48. (taken from table 5.1)

Initial Conditions:

a

b

c

Figure 6.4 Initial conditions for simulations 47 and 48; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT)
distribution throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head
increased due to the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 20, 40, and 60%).
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An analysis was conducted for soil 2, ‘simulations 47 (S47) and 48 (S48)’, to
examine the effect of flow behaviour relative to the initial degree of saturation (S), and
the irrigation rate. Soil 2 results are also compared with soil 1 results to illustrate the
effect of soil properties. The graphs on pages 57 and 58 illustrate profile flow rates,
steady-state conditions and Qin = Qout intervals for soil 2.
Decreasing the irrigation rate reduced the percolation rate within soil 2. For
example, for S47a with an initial saturation of 20% (gold line), and an irrigation rate of 10
[L/hr/m2], the wetting front reached 5 [m] depth at t ≈ 4 [days] (fig. 6.5a), base drainage
occurred at t ≈ 7.5 [days] (fig. 6.5b). Compared to S48a, initial saturation 20% (gold line),
irrigation rate 6 [L/hr/m2], the wetting front reached 5 [m] depth at t ≈ 5 [days] (fig.
6.6a); however, base drainage did not occur (fig. 6.6b) (circled in red). Qin ≠ Qout within
the simulation Final Time (10 [days]) for S48a due to initially dry conditions (20%
saturation), negative pressure head (h) (-32.5 [kPa]) and reduced irrigation (6 [L/hr/m2]).
Further analysis for S48a revealed that base drainage occurred at t ≈ 11.5 [days].
Compared to S45 (soil 1), S47 (soil 2) results indicate that the wetting front
required an additional day to reach 5 [m] depth when the initial degree of saturation (S)
was 40 and 60%; however, at 20% initial saturation the percolation rates were more
similar (figs. 6.2a and 6.5a). In addition, base drainage was delayed by ~ 1.5 [days] for
initial saturations of 40 and 60%, while at 20% initial saturation base drainage occurred
a day later for S47a compared to S45a (figs. 6.2b and 6.5b).
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The relationship between irrigation rate and soil properties is illustrated in
figures 6.3 and 6.6. For instance, reducing the irrigation rate from 10 [L/hr/m2] to 6
[L/hr/m2] generated a difference in percolation rate for soil 2 in comparison to soil 1.
The wetting front reached 5 [m] depth ~ 1.5 [days] later for soil 2 (S48) relative to that
of soil 1 (S46), when the initial degree of saturation (S) was 40 and 60%. However, with
an initial saturation of 20%, percolation rates were similar (figs. 6.3a and 6.6a).
Additionally, base drainage occurred ~ 2 [days] later for S48 than for S46 with an initial
saturation of 40 and 60%. With an initial degree of saturation (S) of 20%, base drainage
occurred for soil 1 at ~ 9.5 [days] (S46a) (fig. 6.3b). Base drainage did not occur for soil 2
(S48a) (i.e. the wetting front did not reach the base of the profile (fig. 6.6b)).
Simulations 47 (S47) and 48 (S48) Analysis Results

Table 6.4 S47 and S48 (soil 2) saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS), unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K)
as a function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S), degree of saturation (S), irrigation rate, and results.
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Figure 6.5 S47 a, b, and c (a) profile flux (top), and (b) base flux (Qout) (bottom) for soil 2 indicating
the time difference for Qin = Qout relative to the initial degree of saturation (S = 20, 40, and 60%).
2
Irrigation rate 10 [L/hr/m ] (normalized).
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Figure 6.6 S48 a, b, and c (a) profile flux (top), and (b) base flux (Qout) (bottom) for soil 2 indicating
the time difference for Qin = Qout relative to the initial degree of saturation (S = 20, 40, and 60%).
2
Irrigation rate 6 [L/hr/m ] (normalized).
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Simulation 49 (S49) a, b, and c analysis description: Examining the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S).
Heap Height: 10 [m].
Irrigation Method: Applied instant, maintained constant.
Irrigation Rate: 6 [L/hr/m2] = 0.14 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.5 Soil properties (soil 3) for simulation 49. (taken from table 5.1)

Initial Conditions:

a

b

c

Figure 6.7 Initial conditions for simulation 49; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT) distribution
throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head increased due to
the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 20, 40, and 60%).
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Simulation 50 (S50) a, b, and c analysis description: Examining the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S).
Heap Height: 10 [m].
Irrigation Method: Applied instant, maintained constant.
Irrigation Rate: 6 [L/hr/m2] = 0.14 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.6 Soil properties (soil 4) for simulation 50. (taken from table 5.1)

Initial Conditions:

a

b

c

Figure 6.8 Initial conditions for simulation 50; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT) distribution
throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head increased due to
the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 20, 40, and 60%).
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An analysis of the effect of the initial degree of saturation (S) on flow behaviour
was conducted for soil 3 and soil 4 (simulations 49 (S49) and 50 (S50)). The graphs on
pages 63 and 64 illustrate profile flow rates with an irrigation rate of 6 [L/hr/m2]. The
saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS) of the soil must be greater than the irrigation rate
in order to allow infiltration. Therefore, relative to soil properties (tables 6.5 and 6.6), an
irrigation rate of 10 [L/hr/m2] = 3.0 x 10-4 [cm/s] was not applied for this part of the
analysis.
Compared to the flow rates of soil 1 (figs. 6.2 and 6.3) and soil 2 (figs. 6.5 and
6.6), soil 3 (S49) and soil 4 (S50) results indicate delayed percolation throughout the
profile. For instance, simulation Final Time was extended to 15 [days] to allow the
wetting front to reach the base of the profile.
The wetting front reached 5 [m] depth ~ 1 [day] later for S50 compared to S49,
when the initial degree of saturation (S) was 20 and 40%. However, with an initial
saturation of 60%, percolation rates were similar (figs. 6.9a and 6.10a). Conversely, base
drainage occurred ~ 0.5 [day] later for S49 in comparison to S50; thus exemplifying
impeded percolation for S49 between profile depths of 5 [m] and 10 [m].
Base drainage occurred at ~ 13.5 [days] for S49a (red line) (fig. 6.9b), compared
to 13 [days] for S50a (red line) (circled in black) (fig. 6.10b). The results indicate the
effect of soil properties on percolation/flow rate. For example, although soil 3 contains a
marginally greater percentage of sand, and a lesser amount of silt, soil 4 contains 0%
clay compared to soil 3 with 8% (tables 6.5 and 6.6). As a result, in comparison to soil 3,
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soil 4 maintains a greater saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS) (table 5.1) and
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) (fig. 5.1b); thus subsequently generating a
marginally greater flow rate (figs. 6.9 and 6.10).

Simulation 49 (S49) a, b, and c Analysis Results

Table 6.7 S49 (soil 3) saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS), unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) as a
function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S), degree of saturation (S), irrigation rate, and results.

Simulation 50 (S50) a, b, and c Analysis Results

Table 6.8 S50 (soil 4) saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS), unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) as a
function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S), degree of saturation (S), irrigation rate, and results.
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Figure 6.9 S49 a, b, and c (a) profile flux (top), and (b) base flux (Qout) (bottom) for soil 3 indicating
the time difference for Qin = Qout relative to the initial degree of saturation (S = 20, 40, and 60%).
2
Irrigation rate (6 [L/hr/m ]) (normalized).
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Figure 6.10 S50 a, b, and c (a) profile flux (top), and (b) base flux (Qout) (bottom) for soil 4 indicating
the time difference for Qin = Qout relative to the initial degree of saturation (S = 20, 40, and 60%).
2
Irrigation rate (6 [L/hr/m ]) (normalized).
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Simulation 51 (S51) analysis description: Examining the effect of soil properties.
Initial Conditions:

Figure 6.11 Initial conditions for simulation 51; S, θ, h (above), hT (right).

Heap Height: 10 [m].
Irrigation Method: 7-day ramp load.
Irrigation Rate: 2 [L/hr/m2] = 0.05 [m/d].

Figure 6.12 Irrigation method for S51: 7-day ramp load, a constant
2
flux of 2 [L/hr/m ] was maintained after 7 days.

Soil Properties

Table 6.9 Soil properties (soil 5) for simulation 51. (taken from table 5.1)
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Simulation 52 (S52) analysis description: Examining the effect of soil properties.
Initial Conditions:

Figure 6.13 Initial conditions for simulation 52; S, θ, h (above), hT (right).

Heap Height: 10 [m].
Irrigation Method: 7-day ramp load.
Irrigation Rate: 2 [L/hr/m2] = 0.05 [m/d].

Figure 6.14 Irrigation method for S52: 7-day ramp load, a constant flux
2
of 2 [L/hr/m ] was maintained after 7 days.

Soil Properties

Table 6.10 Soil properties (soil 6) for simulation 52. (taken from table 5.1)
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Simulations 51 (S51) and 52 (S52) illustrate the effect of soil properties on flow
behaviour. For instance, soil 5 (S51) and soil 6 (S52) consist of different textural
percentages; soil 5 containing a greater percentage of sand, yet less silt and clay (tables
6.9 and 6.10). Typically, a less sandy, siltier material (soil 6) would constitute a lesser
flow rate. However, as indicated in table 5.1, soils 5 and 6 maintain similar saturated
hydraulic conductivities (KS), and van Genuchten model parameters. Figure 5.1b also
illustrates analogous unsaturated hydraulic conductivities (K) as a function of the degree
of saturation (S), K(S), thus exemplifying the similar flow rates shown in figure 6.15.
As a result of lesser hydraulic conductivities (K) and reduced irrigation rates, S51
and S52 illustrate diminished flow rates in comparison S45 – S50 (soils 1 – 4) (e.g. soil 1
(S45 – S46) and soil 2 (S47 – S48), 10 [m] percolation in less than 10 [days]; soil 3 (S49)
and soil 4 (S50), 10 [m] percolation between 6 and 14 [days]. For soil 5 (S51), the
wetting front reached 5 [m] depth at ~ 17.5 [days], base drainage (Qout) at ~ 32 [days];
compared to soil 6 (S52) at ~ 17 [days], and ~ 31 [days] (circled in black) (fig. 6.15).
Simulations 51 (S51) and 52 (S52) Analysis Results

Table 6.11 S51 and S52 (soils 5 and 6) saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS), unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity (K) as a function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S), degree of saturation (S), irrigation
rate, and results.
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Figure 6.15 Profile flux and base flux for S51 (soil 5) (top) and S52 (soil 6) (bottom)
indicating the difference for 5 [m], and also 10 [m] (Qout – base) percolation.
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Simulation 53 (S53) a, b, and c analysis description: Examining the effect of heap
height, and irrigation method for soil 1.

Soil Properties:

Table 6.12 Soil properties (soil 1) for simulation 53. (taken from table 5.1)

Heap Height: S53a – 10 [m], S53b – 7.5 [m], and S53c – 5 [m].
Irrigation Method: Time-variable irrigation with a 2-day ramp load.
Irrigation Rate: 10 [L/hr/m2] = 0.24 [m/d].
Initial Conditions:

Figure 6.16 Initial conditions for simulation 53 (S, θ, h) (above),
Initial hydraulic head (hT) distribution throughout the profile (below/right).
(from left to right) Hydraulic head decreased due to decreased heap height.

S53a

S53b
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S53c

Reference Data
Observation points were placed at various locations within the model
domains to obtain results in hydraulic head (hT), pressure head (h), degree of
saturation (S), and volumetric water content (θ) (fig. 6.17).

Figure 6.17 Observation point number and location for S53 (above), model domain (right).

To represent heap irrigation techniques, a time-variable irrigation
method was applied in 12 hr intervals (i.e. water was turned on and off every
12 hours). The irrigation rate was gradually increased (2-day ramp load) during
the early stages of the time-series to examine the effect of the application rate
on flow behaviour (fig. 6.18).

Figure 6.18 Irrigation method for simulation 53, illustrating a 2-day ramp load and on/off intervals.
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The graphs in figure 6.19 indicate the effect of heap height and irrigation method
on flow behaviour. Compared to S53a, the wetting front (surface irrigation) arrived at
the middle and base of the profile at earlier intervals for S53b and S53c. For instance,
for S53a with a 10 [m] heap, base drainage occurred at ~ 6.5 [days] (fig. 6.19a), while
S53b with a 7.5 [m] heap, base drainage at ~ 4.5 [days] (fig. 6.19b), and S53c 5 [m] heap,
base drainage at ~ 3 [days] (fig. 6.19c) (circled in red). Analysis results also indicate that
Qin ≠ Qout; a direct result of the selected irrigation method. For example, because the
water/irrigation was turned on and off every 12 hours, although the maximum irrigation
= 10 [L/hr/m2], the flux at the middle and base of the profile ≈ 5 [L/hr/m2] (fig. 6.19).
The results also illustrate the combined effect of heap height and irrigation
method. For instance, for S53a with a 10 [m] heap, the flux of water at the middle of the
profile (5 [m] depth) was marginally affected by the irrigation technique (fig. 6.19a);
while the flux at the middle of the profile for S53b (3.75 [m] depth) and S53c (2.5 [m]
depth) continually oscillated as the water was turned on and off (figs. 6.19b and c). In
addition, the effect of applying a 2-day ramp load to different heap heights is also
exemplified; that is, the maximum flux of water at the middle of the profile was greater
for S53c compared to S53b and S53a. For example, the maximum flux at the middle of
the profile for S53c (2.5 [m] depth) ≈ 9.5 [L/hr/m2] (fig. 6.19c), while the maximum flux
for S53b (3.75 [m] depth) ≈ 7.5 [L/hr/m2] (fig. 6.19b), and S53a (5 [m] depth) ≈ 5
[L/hr/m2] (fig. 6.19a) (circled in black). Qout/base drainage intervals for each simulation
are compared in figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.19a and b Soil 1 profile flux and base flux (Qout) for S53a (top)
and S53b (bottom); indicating the time difference in percolation rates
relative to heap height and irrigation method.
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Figure 6.19c Soil 1 profile flux and base flux (Qout) for S53c.

Figure 6.20 Soil 1 base flux (Qout) for S53a, b, and c; indicating flux oscillations at the
base of S53c (grey line) due to heap height (5 [m]) and irrigation method.
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PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS RESULTS (cont.)
The following set of results illustrates the percolation rates and flow
1 [m]

behaviour of the heap leach soils listed in table 5.2. This part of the analysis
entailed calculating the time required for the wetting front (surface
irrigation) to reach each observation point location. Analysis results
illustrate the various profile percolation rates relative to hydrogeological
parameters.

Reference Data
The model domains were divided into quarters with observation
points placed at each location; observation points were also placed at the
base of the profile to record the effect of saturated conditions. The model
domains/heap heights for this section of the analysis consisted of 10, 7.5,
and 5 meters (table 6.13 and fig. 6.21).

Figure 6.21 Model
domain, finite mesh,
and observation points.

Table 6.13 Heap height, observation point number, and depth within the profile for simulations 70 – 81.
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An irrigation method utilized for this section of the analysis included a heap
facility time-series (fig. 6.22). The time-series is an irrigation technique/schedule
delineating on/off intervals, irrigation duration, and irrigation rate. The time-series is a
20-day irrigation method; designed to apply the irrigation in 30-minute intervals with
subsequent increases in application intervals. For instance, during the first three days,
the irrigation is applied for one 30-minute interval within each 24-hour period. The 30minute application intervals are gradually increased approaching day 20, thus
elucidating the density of the application near t = 20 [days]. The irrigation rate is
maintained at maximum from 20 – 40 [days] (fig. 6.22).

Figure 6.22 Heap facility irrigation time-series indicating on/off intervals, irrigation
2
duration, and irrigation rate. Maximum irrigation rate for this example = 7 [L/hr/m ].
Irrigation/water is turned on much more frequently approaching 20 days.
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Simulation 70 (S70) a and b analysis description: Examining the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S), and bulk density (ρb).
Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Irrigation Method: Heap facility time-series (see fig. 6.22).
Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.14 Soil properties (soil 7) for simulation 70. (taken from table 5.2). ρt = wet bulk density.
1

Initial Conditions:

a

b

Figure 6.23 Initial conditions for simulation 70; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT) distribution
throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head increased due to
the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 60 and 80%).
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Simulation 71 (S71) a and b analysis description: Examining the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S), and bulk density (ρb).
Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Irrigation Method: Heap facility time-series (see fig. 6.22).
Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.15 Soil properties (soil 8) for simulation 71. (taken from table 5.2). ρt = wet bulk density.
1

Initial Conditions:

a

b

Figure 6.24 Initial conditions for simulation 71; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT) distribution
throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head increased due to
the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 60 and 80%).
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Simulations 70 and 71 were conducted to examine the effect of increasing the
initial degree of saturation (S) and the bulk density (ρb) for soils 7 and 8. For this part of
the analysis, the degree of saturation (S) values were calculated according to equations
5 – 7, page 42. Because the soil bulk density (ρb) within heap facilities characteristically
increases with depth, bulk densities (ρb) were increased to examine the effect of
reduced hydraulic conductivity (K) due to potential soil compaction.
Although increasing the bulk density (ρb) for soils 7 and 8 generated a
subsequent decrease in soil porosity (ϵ) and saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS) (tables
6.14 and 6.15), the increase was insufficient to alter flow behaviour (i.e. percolation
rates were identical regardless of the initial degree of saturation (S) (60 and 80%)) (fig.
6.25). The similar flow behaviors were a result of soil properties and the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity (K) as a function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S). For instance,
an increase in bulk density generated similar model parameters (θS, θr, α, n) (tables 6.14
and 6.15). As a result, an increase in the initial degree of saturation (S) from 60 to 80%
generated similar initial conditions in hydraulic head (hT), pressure head (h), and water
content (θ) (figs. 6.23 and
6.24); in addition to similar
unsaturated hydraulic
conductivities K(S) (table 6.16).

Table 6.16 Bulk density (ρb), saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS), and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
(K) as a function of saturation K(S); illustrating similar K(S) values relative to 60 and 80% saturation.
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Figure 6.25 Analysis results for (a) S70 (soil 7) (top) and (b) S71 (soil 8) (bottom) illustrating the time
required for the wetting front to percolate to each observation point relative to bulk density (ρb) and the
initial degree of saturation (S). Percolation times were identical regardless of the increase in (ρb) and (S).
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Simulations 72 (S72) and 73 (S73) a, b, and c analysis description: Examining the
effect of the irrigation method and irrigation rate.
Soil Properties:

Table 6.17 Soil properties (soil 7) for simulations 72 and 73. (taken from table 5.2)
1

Initial Conditions:

Figure 6.26 Initial conditions for simulations 72 and 73 (S, θ, h) (above),
Initial hydraulic head (hT) distribution throughout the profile (right).

Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Irrigation Methods:
S72 – Heap facility time-series; S73 – 20-day ramp load
Irrigation Rates: (see table 6.18 and fig. 6.27)

Table 6.18 Irrigation rates for simulations 72 and 73.
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Figure 6.27 Irrigation method for (a) S72 (top), and (b) S73 (bottom). Heap facility time-series
is explained on page 75 (fig. 6.22). 20-day ramp load: irrigation was gradually increased from
2
zero at t = 0 [days]; irrigation rates of 14, 7, or 3.5 [L/hr/m ] were maintained constant after
20 days.
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Simulations 72 and 73 were conducted to analyze the effect of the irrigation
method and irrigation rate on flow behaviour. The irrigation methods entailed a heap
facility time-series (see fig. 6.22) and a 20-day ramp load (fig. 6.27b); three different
irrigation rates were applied (table 6.18 and fig. 6.27). Because the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity (K) changes as a function of the degree of saturation (S), irrigation
techniques were varied to examine the influence on percolation. S72 and S73 results
indicate the time required for the wetting front to percolate down from the surface (7.5
[m]) to each observation point location.
S72 and S73 results illustrate that decreasing the rate of irrigation to 3.5
[L/hr/m2] reduced the percolation rate to each observation point location (e.g.
percolation to observation point 2 (5.6 [m]) S72a – 4.5 [days] (black triangle), S72b – 5.5
[days] (blue triangle), and S72c – 7.5 [days] (red triangle) (circled in black) (fig. 6.28a)).
For all three irrigation rates, the S72 wetting front influx times to each
observation point were more dispersed as the depth from the surface increased (fig.
6.28a). This occurrence was a manifestation of the reduced irrigation rate (i.e. applying
less water maintained a lower unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) as a function of a
lower degree of saturation (S), thus diminishing the percolation rate). Results also
indicate that regardless of the irrigation rate, wetting front percolation time through the
profile was reduced by ~ half relative to the irrigation method (i.e. 20-day ramp load
compared to heap facility time-series) (fig. 6.28).
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Figure 6.28 Soil 7 percolation rates for (a) S72 (top) and (b) S73 (bottom) Legends indicate
simulation number, irrigation method, and irrigation rate.
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Simulations 74 (S74) and 75 (S75) a, b, and c analysis description: Examining the
effect of irrigation method and heap height.
Initial Conditions:

1

Figure 6.29 Initial conditions for simulations 74 and 75 (S, θ, h) (above),
Initial hydraulic head (hT) distribution throughout the profile (right).

Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d]

2

Figure 6.30 20-day ramp load, a constant flux of 7 [L/hr/m ] was maintained after 20 days.

Irrigation Methods: S74 – Heap facility time-series (fig. 6.22); S75 – 20-day ramp load.
Heap Height: S74 and S75 – 10 [m], 7.5 [m], and 5 [m].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.19 Soil properties (soil 7) for simulations 74 and 75. (taken from table 5.2)
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Simulations 74 and 75 illustrate the time required for the wetting front to reach
each observation point relative to heap height and irrigation method. As indicated in
figure 6.21 and table 6.13, the model domains representing the three different heap
heights were divided into quarters with observation points placed at each location.
The S74 results indicate that decreasing heap height decreased the amount of
time required for the wetting front to reach each observation point location. For
example, percolation time to observation point 2: S74a – from 10 [m] to 7.5 [m] in 7
[days], S74b – from 7.5 [m] to 5.6 [m] in 5.5 [days], and S74c – from 5 [m] to 3.8 [m] in
4.5 [days] (circled in red) (fig. 6.31a). Because the distance between observation points
was greater as heap height was increased, the percolation times increased with depth.
For instance, base drainage times: S74a – 10 [m] heap – 18.5 [days], S74b – 7.5 [m] heap
– 15 [days], and S74c – 5 [m] heap – 10.5 [days] (circled in black) (fig. 6.31a).
The grey, blue, and green triangles adjacent to the black arrows represent the
time required for the wetting front to reach the middle of the profile for each heap
height. Therefore, S74 and S75 results indicate potential percolation time projections
relative to heap heights below 5 [m] and above 10 [m] (black arrows) (fig. 6.31). Similar
to the results for the irrigation method and irrigation rate (S72 and S73), the wetting
front percolated through the profile in ~ half the time with a 20-day ramp load
compared to the heap facility time-series (fig. 6.31). S74b and S75b (fig. 6.31)
parameters are identical to S72b and S73b (fig. 6.28), and thus labeled accordingly.
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Figure 6.31 Soil 7 percolation rates for (a) S74 (top) and (b) S75 (bottom) Legends indicate simulation
number and heap height. Observation point locations for each heap height are outlined in table 6.13.
Irrigation methods: S74 – heap facility time-series; S75 – 20-day ramp load.
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For simulations 72 – 75, the analysis results indicate a correlation between heap
height, irrigation method, and irrigation rate. For instance, although S72a and S74c
consisted of different heap heights and rates of irrigation, analogous percolation rates
were maintained (i.e. wetting front influx times to each observation point were
equivalent) (fig. 6.32a). Wetting front percolation times to observation point 3 for S72a
and S74c were: S72a – 7.5 [m] heap – irrigation rate = 14 [L/hr/m2] – 3.8 [m] percolation
in 7 [days]; S74c – 5 [m] heap – irrigation rate = 7 [L/hr/m2] – 2.5 [m] percolation in 7
[days] (circled in black). In addition, the wetting front reached the base of the profile
(base drainage) for both S72a and S74c at t = 10.5 [days] (circled in black) (fig. 6.32a).
S72 – S75 analysis results indicate an equivalent correlation regardless of
irrigation method (i.e. heap facility time-series or 20-day ramp load). Table 6.20 and
figures 6.32a and 6.32b illustrate the difference in the percolation rate relative to
irrigation method (i.e. a 20-day ramp load compared to the time-series).

Table 6.20 Simulation number, hydrogeological parameters, and analysis results for S72a, S74c,
S73a, and S75c.
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Figure 6.32 Simulation results for (a) S72a and S74c (top), and (b) S73a and S75c (bottom) indicating
the time required for the wetting front to advance/percolate through the profile relative to heap
height, irrigation method, and irrigation rate.
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Simulation 76 (S76) analysis description: Examining the effect of soil properties.
Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d]
Irrigation Method: Heap facility time-series (see fig. 6.22).
Initial Conditions:

Soil 7

Soil 8

1

Soil 9

Soil 10

Soil 11

Figure 6.33 Initial conditions for simulation 76 (S, θ, h) (top), Initial hydraulic
head (hT) distribution throughout the profile (bottom/right); (left to right)
hydraulic head decreased relative to soil properties.

Soil Properties:

Table 6.21 Soil properties for simulation 76. (taken from table 5.2)
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Simulation 76 (S76) indicates the effect of soil properties on flow behaviour; that
is, soil textural percentages (sand, silt, clay), and unsaturated hydraulic conductivities
(K). For example, additional time was required for the wetting front to percolate
through the profile for soil 8 compared to soil 7. Base drainage occurred for soil 8 at t =
17.5 [days], and for soil 7 at t = 15 [days] (circled in black) (fig. 6.34). For soils 7 – 10,
influx times to observation point 2 (5.6 [m]) were relatively similar (circled in blue), yet
more dispersed at greater depths. For soil 11, the wetting front reached observation 2
(5.6 [m]) in 11 [days], observation point 3 (3.8 [m]) in 20.5 [days], yet percolated an
additional 3.8 [m] to the base in 3 [days] (base drainage at 23.5 [days]) (fig. 6.34) (circled
in red). Increased percolation was due to an increase in irrigation application associated
with the time-series (i.e. the application is increased at t = 20 [days]).
7.5 [m]

5.6 [m]

3.8 [m]

1.9 [m]

0 [m]
Figure 6.34 Simulation 76 results (soils 7 – 11), indicating the effect of soil properties on percolation rate.
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Simulation 77 (S77) a, b, c, and d analysis description: Examining the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S) for soil 11.

Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Irrigation Method: Heap facility time-series (see fig. 6.22).
Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.22 Soil properties (soil 11) for simulation 77. (taken from table 5.2)

1

Initial Conditions:

a

b

c

d

Figure 6.35 Initial conditions for simulation 77; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT) distribution
throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head increased due to
the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 40, 50, 60, and 70%).
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Simulation 77 (S77) was conducted to examine the effect of the initial degree of
saturation (S) for soil 11. S77 results indicate that the percolation rate was proportional
to the degree of saturation (S). For instance, wetting front percolation to observation
point 2 (5.6 [m]): S77a – 40% initial saturation – 18.5 [days]; S77d – 70% initial
saturation – 6 [days] (fig. 6.36) (circled in black). S77 results also illustrate the
convergence of percolation intervals at greater depths within the profile (e.g. from
observation point 3 (3.8 [m] depth) to the base (7.5 [m] depth) (circled in red)). The
convergence is due to the irrigation method. For instance, according to the design of the
heap facility time-series, the irrigation application is increased at day 20 (see fig. 6.22);
thus a subsequent increase in percolation rate was generated beyond day 20 despite
the initial degree of saturation (S).
7.5 [m]

5.6 [m]

3.8 [m]

1.9 [m]

0 [m]
Figure 6.36 Simulation 77 (soil 11) results illustrating the time required for the wetting front to
reach various depths within the profile.
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Simulation 78 (S78) a, b, c, and d analysis description: Examining the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S) for soil 10.
Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Irrigation Method: Heap facility time-series (see fig. 6.22).
Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.23 Soil properties (soil 10) for simulation 78. (taken from table 5.2)

Initial Conditions:

a

b

c

d

Figure 6.37 Initial conditions for simulation 78; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT)
distribution throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head
increased due to the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 40, 50, 60, and 70%).
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1

Increasing the initial degree of saturation (S) within soil 10 (simulation 78)
increased the percolation rate within the profile. For instance, the wetting front reached
observation point 2 (5.6 [m]) in 14 [days] for S78a – initial saturation 40%, S78b at 8.5
[days] – initial saturation 50%, and S78c at 8 [days] – initial saturation 60%. However,
with an initial saturation (S) of 70%, the wetting front for S78d reached observation 2
(5.6 [m]) in 10 [days] (circled in red) (fig. 6.38). Increasing the initial saturation typically
increases the percolation within the soil; however, because the irrigation was off so
frequently in the early stages of the heap facility time-series, the more conductive
profile (S78d) desaturated, thus reducing the water content (θ), the hydraulic
conductivity (K), and the percolation rate compared to S78b and S78c.
7.5 [m]

5.6 [m]

3.8 [m]

1.9 [m]

0 [m]
Figure 6.38 Simulation 78 (soil 10) results illustrating the time required for the
wetting front to reach various depths within the profile.
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Simulation 79 (S79) a, b, c, and d analysis description: Examining the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S) for soil 9.
Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Irrigation Method: Heap facility time-series (see fig. 6.22).
Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.24 Soil properties (soil 9) for simulation 79. (taken from table 5.2)

Initial Conditions:

a

b

c

d

Figure 6.39 Initial conditions for simulation 79; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT)
distribution throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head
increased due to the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 40, 50, 60, and 70%).
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1

Simulation 79 (S79) analysis results for soil 9 indicate that the wetting front
percolated to each observation point location at equivalent intervals when the initial
degree of saturation (S) was 50, 60, and 70%. However, decreasing the initial saturation
to 40% (S79a) increased the flow to observation point 2 (5.6 [m]) (i.e. 5 [days] for S79a
compared to 7.5 [days] for S79b, c, and d) (fig. 6.40) (circled in red). This occurrence is
again a result of the design of the heap facility time-series (irrigation method). S79
results also indicate that the percolation rate was diminished for S79a (40% saturation)
toward the base of the profile (circled in black); thus indicating that for soil 9 the
percolation is unaffected by the time-series at greater depths.
7.5 [m]

5.6 [m]

3.8 [m]

1.9 [m]

0 [m]
Figure 6.40 Simulation 79 (soil 9) results illustrating the time required for the
wetting front to reach various depths within the profile.
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Simulation 80 (S80) a, b, c, and d analysis description: Examining the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S) for soil 8.
Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Irrigation Method: Heap facility time-series (see fig. 6.22).
Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.25 Soil properties (soil 8) for simulation 80. (taken from table 5.2)

1

Initial Conditions:

a

b

c

d

Figure 6.41 Initial conditions for simulation 80; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT) distribution
throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head increased due to
the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 40, 50, 60, and 70%).
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Simulation 81 (S81) a, b, c, and d analysis description: Examining the effect of the
initial degree of saturation (S) for soil 7.
Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Irrigation Method: Heap facility time-series (see fig. 6.22).
Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.26 Soil properties (soil 7) for simulation 81. (taken from table 5.2)

Initial Conditions:

a

b

c

d

Figure 6.42 Initial conditions for simulation 81; (S), (θ), and (h) (top), hydraulic head (hT)
distribution throughout the profile (bottom/right). (legends from left to right) Hydraulic head
increased due to the increased initial degree of saturation (i.e. 40, 50, 60, and 70%).
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1

7.5 [m]

5.6 [m]

3.8 [m]

1.9 [m]

0 [m]
7.5 [m]

5.6 [m]

3.8 [m]

1.9 [m]

0 [m]
Figure 6.43 (top) and 6.44 (bottom) Analysis results illustrating the time required for the wetting
front to reach various depths within the profile for soil 8 (S80) (top) and soil 7 (S81) (bottom).
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Analysis results for simulations 80 (S80) and 81 (S81) indicate that the
percolation rates within soils 7 and 8 were alike for all selected initial saturations (i.e.
40, 50, 60, and 70%). For example, the wetting front influx times to each observation
point location were identical regardless of the initial degree of saturation (S) (figs. 6.43
and 6.44). The equivalent percolation rates for soil 8 (S80) and soil 7 (S81) were related
to the selected irrigation method; that is, the heap facility time-series.
According to the design of the time-series, in the first three days the irrigation is
applied for one 30-minute interval within each 24-hour period (see fig. 6.22); the
irrigation is off the remaining 23.5 hours. As a result, in the case of S79 (soil 9) (fig. 6.40),
the lack of applied irrigation/water in the earliest stages of the time-series allowed the
more conductive soils (initial degree of saturation 50, 60, and 70%; greater hydraulic
conductivity) to desaturate, thus reducing the conductivity of the soil and the advance of
the wetting front.
Relative to the design of the time-series, soil 8 (S80) desaturated to ~ the same
degree of saturation, thus generating similar hydraulic conductivities and percolation
rates regardless of the initial degree of saturation (S) (fig. 6.45). Figure 6.45 illustrates
the degree of saturation within the profile as a function of time. The colored lines on the
graphs represent the change in saturation at each observation point. For instance, S80a
initial saturation – 40%, the profile desaturated to ~ 30% relative to the time-series, the
saturation at observation point 4 (red line) (at 1.9 [m]) increased at ~ 15 [days] as the
wetting front passed that location (black arrow), final saturation – 54% (fig. 6.45).
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Figure 6.45 Analysis results for soil 8 indicating the change in saturation as the water percolated to
the base 0 [m]; (a) S80a (top) initial saturation 40% and (b) S80b (bottom) initial saturation 50%.
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Figure 6.45 Analysis results for soil 8 indicating the change in saturation as the water percolated to
the base 0 [m]; (c) S80c (top) initial saturation 60% and (d) S80d (bottom) initial saturation 70%.
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Simulations 72b (S72b) and 73b (S73b) (cont.): Examining the difference
between irrigation methods; heap facility time-series and 20-day ramp load.
Initial Conditions:

1

Figure 6.46 Initial conditions for simulations 72b and 73b (S, θ, h) (above),
Initial hydraulic head (hT) distribution throughout the profile (right).

Irrigation Rate: 7 [L/hr/m2] = 0.17 [m/d]

2

Figure 6.47 20-day ramp load, a constant flux of 7 [L/hr/m ] was maintained after 20 days.

Irrigation Methods: S72b – Heap facility time-series (fig. 6.22); S73b – 20-day ramp load.
Heap Height: 7.5 [m].
Soil Properties:

Table 6.27 Soil properties (soil 7) for simulations 72b and 73b. (taken from table 5.2)
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Additional results were provided for S72b and S73b (soil 7) to elucidate the
effect on the hydraulic conditions of the profile relative to irrigation methods (i.e. heap
facility time-series and 20-day ramp load). As outlined on page 75 and figure 6.22, the
time-series irrigation is applied in individual 30-minute intervals (i.e. the water is
continuously turned on and off). In effect, S72b results indicate that use of the timeseries generated substantial saturation oscillations at the surface of the profile,
observation point 1 at 7.5 [m], blue line (fig. 6.48a). As the water content (θ) at the
surface constantly changed (fig. 6.48c), these saturation oscillations subsequently
produced pressure head (h), and hydraulic head (hT) fluctuations (figs. 6.48e and 6.48g).
Removal of observation point one (blue line) data from the graphs allowed a
closer examination of the hydraulic changes within the profile. For instance, the degree
of saturation (S) at observation points 2 (grey, 5.6 [m]), 3 (black, 3.8 [m]), 4 (red, 1.9
[m]), and 5 (purple, 0.8 [m]) decreased to ~ 25% within the first 10 [days] of the timeseries (fig. 6.48b). Negative pressures within the soil subsequently increased as the
saturation (S) and water content (θ) decreased (figs. 6.48d and f). At day 20 the
irrigation rate was held at 7 [L/hr/m2], generating an increase in saturation (fig. 6.48b).
In summary, the time-series allows the more conductive soils to desaturate,
reducing the water content (θ), and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K(S) while
increasing the negative pressures (h). Abrupt changes in saturation (S), water content
(θ), negative pressure (h), hydraulic head (hT), and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
K(S) occurred within the profile as the irrigation and the flux were increased at 20 days.
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Figure 6.48a and b Analysis results for S72b (soil 7) indicating the change in the degree of saturation (S)
within the profile as the water percolated to the base 0 [m]; (a) S72b with observation point 1 data
(blue line) (top), and (b) S72b observation point 1 data removed (bottom).
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Figure 6.48c and d Analysis results for S72b (soil 7) indicating the change in water content (θ) within
the profile as the water percolated to the base 0 [m]; (c) S72b with observation point 1 data (blue
line) (top), and (d) S72b observation point 1 data removed (bottom).
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Figure 6.48e and f Analysis results for S72b (soil 7) indicating the change in pressure head (h)
within the profile as the water percolated to the base 0 [m]; (e) S72b with observation point 1
data (blue line) (top), and (f) S72b observation point 1 data removed (bottom).
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Figure 6.48g and h Analysis results for S72b (soil 7) indicating the change in hydraulic head (hT), and
the flux (Q) as the water percolated to the base 0 [m]; (g) hydraulic head (hT) (top), and (h) profile
fluxes (bottom); observation point 1 flux was faded to enhance the remaining data.
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Because the hydraulic conditions within the profile for S72b and S73b remained
unchanged from day 20 to day 40 (figs. 6.48 and 6.49a), the abscissa scale for the S73b
graphs was adjusted to 20 [days] for visual purposes (figs. 6.49a and 6.49b). Colored lines
on the graphs represent the changes in hydraulic conditions at each observation point.

In contrast to S72b, S73b results indicate that saturation oscillations were not
generated at the surface of the profile, observation point 1 at 7.5 [m], blue line (fig.
6.48a and 6.49b). As a result, dissimilar to S72b, constant fluctuations in water content
(θ), pressure head (h), and hydraulic head (hT) were absent for S73b. However, similar to
S72b, utilizing a 20-day ramp load as an irrigation method (S73b) did allow the profile to
desaturate; yet at a marginally reduced magnitude and for a lesser duration compared
to the time-series. For instance, the S73b profile desaturated to ~ 28% compared to
S72b at ~ 25%. In addition, the degree of saturation for S72b remained below ~ 30%
until ~ day 18, while S73b was increasing above 30% by 7.5 [days] (black arrows) (fig.
6.48b and 6.49b). Also, the wetting front reached the base of the profile for S72b at t =
15 [days], compared to S73b at t = 7.5 [days] (figs. 6.28a and 6.28b). Consequently, base
drainage, steady-state conditions and Qin = Qout intervals were reduced by half.
In summary, a 20-day ramp load did allow the soil/profile to desaturate;
however, abrupt changes in saturation (S), water content (θ), negative pressure (h),
hydraulic head (hT), unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K(S), and flux (Q) were absent
within the profile as the irrigation was gradually increased over 20 days.
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Figure 6.49a and b Analysis results for S73b (soil 7) indicating the change in the degree of saturation (S)
within the profile; (a) S73b abscissa 40 [days] (top), and (b) S73b abscissa reduced to 20 [days] (bottom).
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Figure 6.49c and d Analysis results for S73b (soil 7) indicating the change in hydraulic conditions
within the profile; (a) water content (θ) (top), and (b) negative pressure (h) (bottom).
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Figure 6.49e and f Analysis results for S73b (soil 7) indicating the change in hydraulic conditions
within the profile; (a) hydraulic head (hT) (top), and (b) water flux (Q) (bottom).
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION
This parametric analysis has provided useful information as to the flow
behaviour of heap leach soils. The analysis indicated the percolation rates of different
soils relative to the hydrogeological parameters of the soil. The results illustrated the
significance of each parameter included in this examination.
Simulations 45 (S45) through 50 (S50) (soils 1 – 4) indicated that soil percolation
rates were proportional to the initial degree of saturation (S). For instance, the flow of
water through the soil profile became greater as the initial saturation (S) of the soil was
increased. However, the irrigation method utilized for S45 – S50 entailed a technique
where the irrigation was applied instantly and then maintained constant.
Additional analysis involving simulations 77 (S77) through 81 (S81) (soils 7 – 11),
using the heap facility time-series as the irrigation method, revealed that the
relationship of proportionality between the initial degree of saturation (S) and
percolation rate was contingent upon the method of irrigation. For example, when
utilizing the time-series, percolation rates were not always proportional to the initial
saturation. For simulations 77 – 81, the percolation – saturation correlation was valid for
soils with a saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS) in the range of 1.0 x 10-3 and 3.7 x 104

[cm/s] of a slightly clayey sandy soil (soil 10 (S78) and soil 11 (S77)).
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Soil properties influence or impede flow behaviour and percolation relative to
the hydraulic conductivity (K) and the moisture content of the soil. Simulations 51 (S51)
and 52 (S52) demonstrated the effect of soil percolation rate relative to soil properties.
For instance, although soils 5 and 6 consist of different textural percentages (sand, silt,
and clay) and saturated hydraulic conductivities (KS), both soils maintained analogous
percolation rates due to similar unsaturated hydraulic conductivities (K) as a function of
the degree of saturation (S), K(S).
In addition, simulations 70 (S70) and 71 (S71) (soils 7 and 8) illustrated that
although an increase in bulk density (ρb) did generate a decrease in porosity (ϵ) and
saturated hydraulic conductivity (KS), the van Genuchten model parameters remained
analogous. As a result, unsaturated hydraulic conductivities (K) were similar regardless
of the initial degree of saturation (S), and percolation rates were unaffected.
Although the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K(S) and the degree of
saturation (S) of the soil affect flow and percolation, both parameters are governed by
the irrigation method and the irrigation rate. Simulations 72 (S72) through 75 (S75) (soil
7) indicated that percolation was reduced by decreasing the irrigation rate. In addition,
analysis results exemplified the significance of the irrigation method. For example,
percolation rates from the surface to the base of the profile were reduced by half when
utilizing a 20-day ramp load compared to the heap facility time-series.
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Analysis results also indicate that percolation rates can be projected relative to
heap height. For instance, a linear progression occurred for simulations 74 (S74) and 75
(S75) (soil 7) when comparing the time required for the wetting front to percolate from
the surface to the middle of the profile as heap heights were increased.
S72 – S75 results also demonstrated a correlation between heap height,
irrigation method, and irrigation rate. For instance, the analysis indicates that
percolation rates remained similar by increasing the irrigation rate as heap height was
increased. Additional analysis also indicated that the specific difference in percolation
rate between the heap facility time-series and the 20-day ramp load, in addition to the
correlation between heap height, irrigation method and irrigation rate, applied to all
heap leach soils utilized in this analysis (i.e. soils 7 – 11).
The effect of irrigation method and the initial degree of saturation (S) on flow
behaviour is specified in simulation 79 (S79) (soil 9), by illustrating that percolation rates
can be impeded as the profile desaturates. Analysis results indicate that an irrigation
technique similar to the heap facility time-series can allow the soil to desaturate. For
example, increasing the initial degree of saturation (S) for S79 above 40% allowed the
initial water content (θ) of the soil to flow to the base. Due to the lack of irrigation in the
early stages of the time-series, as the initial water content (θ) percolated to the base,
the soil desaturated, thus decreasing the water content (θ) and the degree of saturation
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(S) with a subsequent decrease in unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K), and an
increase in negative pressure (h); as a result, percolation rates were reduced.
Simulations 80 (S80) and 81 (S81) (soils 7 and 8) also illustrated that relative to
soil properties, the time-series allowed the soil to desaturate to the same degree of
saturation (S), regardless of initial conditions. As a result, similar soil conditions and
percolation rates were generated relative to analogous unsaturated hydraulic
conductivities (K) as a function of the degree of saturation (S), K(S).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
The results of the simulations associated with this parametric analysis indicate
the effect of the irrigation method and profile saturation within heap leach soils.
Greater saturation improved percolation/flow rates and Qin = Qout time intervals by
increasing the volumetric water content (θ), the energy status (hydraulic head (hT)), and
the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K) of the profile; in addition to decreasing the
capillary forces (negative pressure head (h)) that impede flow. However, as outlined in
the preceding Discussion section, the proportionality relationship between the degree
of saturation (S) and percolation was contingent upon the irrigation method.
An important aspect for heap designers and operators is a basic understanding
of the performance and timing of heap leach flow paths. Measuring the flow rates
within unsaturated profiles provided an indication of the expected response time
between applied surface irrigation and drainage at the base of the heap.
Improving leaching cycles in order to optimize production or to reduce
environmental risk requires knowledge of the hydrogeological parameters of the heap,
and their influence on unsaturated hydrology. Laboratory and field measurements are
required to determine material (soil) properties and heap conditions. For example, soilwater retention curves and saturated hydraulic conductivities (KS) are acquired via soil
sampling and geotechnical laboratory testing. Installing piezometers allows the
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determination of hydraulic head (hT) values, pre and post leaching cycles. Field observed
hydraulic heads (hT) allow the performance of back analysis to determine the material
(soil) conditions of the heap. Thus, soil sampling techniques and piezometer methods
allow the correlation of numerical/parametric analysis results with actual heap
conditions.
The unsaturated flow analysis conducted for this research served as preliminary
studies for heap hydrology. Preferential flow, solute fate and transport, in addition to
the effects of material (soil) settling and soil/heap compression, were not included in
this analysis. These factors will be considered in further research.
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